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1.0 SUMMARY
The objective of this program was to develop a pressure transducer capable
of continuous operation at 650_C over a full scale differential pressure i
rangeof * 69 kPa and with a dynamicresponseto 2000Hz.
The scopeof the effortwas limitedto developing,evaluating,and improving
pressure transducer static pressure response up to temperatures of 650%.
Developmentaleffortswere associatedwith fabricationtechnlqL_sas well as
• with techniquesto improveperformance.
The designof the pressuretransducerswas basedon the use of a diaphragm
to respondto pressure,variablecapacitiveelementsarrangedto operateas a
differentialcapacitorto measurediaphragmresponseto pressureand on the
use of fusedsilicafor the diaphragmand its supportingassembly, Sputter-
depositedplatlnum-tantalumoxide filmswere used to formcapacitiveplates
on the fusedsilicacomponents.
Pressuretransducerperformancewas plaguedat the beginningof the program
by excessivezero shiftswith temperatureand changesin sensitivitywlth
temperatureabove450°C. Fusedsilicapressure-senslngassemblieswere _'
successively fabricatedand evaluated,with succeedingunits incorporating :
progressive modifications, The zero shift and change tn sensitivity problems
were found to be caused by changes in the fused silica electrical properties _i
at elevated temperature; the problems were reduced by incorporating ground
planes on the fused silica sunsor assembly componentsand by modifying the
signal conditioning used to Ysduce its sensitivity to the electrical prop- 1
arty changes. 1
The technicaldiscussionin thlsreportemphasizespressuretransducerde-
, sign,problemareasand developmentalmodificationsmade duringthe program
i to improveperformance. _
The finalresultsof the programare representedby the design,fabricationprocedures and performance of the final pressure transducers that were built
and tested. A deficiency in the final design concerns leakage in the trans-
ducer betweenthe measured-pressuremediumand the raference-pr,:._ure
medium. Final fabricationproceduresare relativelyuncomplicatedand have
the possibilityof being simplifiedfurtherby substitutingthe use of a
thlck ftlm conductor composition for the sputtering process that was used to
deposit the conductive films.
Without making temperature corrections, the final transducers were capable
of measuring static pressures of _ 69 kPa at temperatures between 20% and
650°C with an uncertainty of less than _6%; below 600% the uncertainty was
less than ¢3%.
1
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.1 PURPOS._...EE
The oL/ecttve of this program was to develop a pressure transducer capable
of contlnuous operation at 6500C over a full scale d|fferent|al pressure
range of +69 kPa and with a dynamtc response to 2000 Hz. The tntended _se
of the t_nsducer ts tn the developmentand testtng of atrcraft englnes wherethe temperature and dynamtcpressure environment exceeds the capabilities of
currently available transducers.pressure
_ 2.2 CURRENTSTATE-OF-THE-ART
_: Htgh temperature static pressures can be eastly measuredby using a duct to
transfer the pressure to any of a variety of pressure transducer types
located in a moderate temperature environment. For accurate measurementof
dynamic pressures, however, tt is necessary that the pressure transducer be
located at or tn the mediumbeing measured. Water-cooled untts can be used
!_ whenan adequate water supply can be madeavailable and whenthe coollng
effects at the transducer can be tolerated, The KP-1910 sertes pressure
Bl_ transducers marketed by KamanSciences Corporation tn Colorado Springs,
Colorado closely represent the extent of the current state-of-the-art.
Thetr eddy current based pressure transducers purportedly operated between
25oc and 540oc wtth a +10_ zero shift, a +IOZ change fn senslttv|ty and an
average frequency response between 0 an_ _OCOHz of wtthtn about 30¢. The
KP-1910 sertes transducers are somewhatsensitive to cable effects and
transient temperatures.
The tntent of th|s program was tQ extend the current state-of-_he-art In
terms of maxtm_qnoperating temperature and tn terms of performance at htgh
temperature.
2.3 APPROAC._____HH _
The approach was based on a conceptual des|gn comprising the use o• a
diaphragmto respond to the pressure, air-dielectric variable capacitive
' elements arranged to operate a_ a differential capacitor to measure the
diaphragm response, the use of fused stllca for the dtaphra_n and tts
supporting assembly and depotted meta111c ftlms to fom the cap¢ctttve
plate elements. The attraction of the conceptual destgn was based on the
temperature Insensitivity of air-dielectric variable differential capacitors
and on the untque combination of destreble electrical, mechanical end thermal ]
properties of fused s|l|ca. Hany of the Individual aspects of the conceptual I
destgn have been previously used to bu|ld transducers; the pr|nctpal task
here was to develop the techniques wh|ch would enable the transducers to _
operate to 650uc. ;_
The approach Included, as part of thts program, the successful developmentof _'
techniques to: )
i
/
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1. Bondtogether fased silica componentsto form the sensing assembly, t
2. Deposit thin conductive films on the fused silica componentsthat
would reliabl_ withstand the bonding temperature and repeatedcycles to 650 C.
3. Attach transition lead wires to the conductive films.
2.4 DESCRIPTIONOF PROGRAMEFFORT
Program efforts were directed toward componentdesign, toward developing the
techniques requi_d to fabricate the fused silica pressure-sensing assemblies,
toward evaluating experimental sensing assemblies at up to 650oc and toward
modifying the design and techniques to improve performance. Prior to the
start of the program, somefused silica bonding and film deposition
experiments had been made; these experiments were made primarily to support
the conceptual design. This program beganwith a detailed design of the
fused silica sensor components,with design considerations for lead wires
and with an overall case design to house the sensor. Figure 1 showsthe
basic physical design of the fused stltca sensor assemblycomponentsthat
were chcsen and used throughout the program. As shown, the sensor assembly
consists of three fused silica components: two identical recessed discs
(with holes) _nd a thin diaphragm. After a search was made, Mindrum Pre-
cision Products in Cucamonga,California was selected to manufacture the
componentsusing high purity fused silica obtained from Dynasil Corporation
,f _merica.
Muchof the developmentwas accomplished with trial-and-error evaluations
which included temperature cycles to 650°C and higher. Both before and
after the fused silica sensor componentswere received, inexpensive,
commercially available fused silica discs (25.4 mmin diameter and 1.6 mm
thick) were used to develop and evaluate deposited films, fused silica
bonding techniques and techniques for bonding lead wires to the deposited
films. Over the duration of the prog_m, attempts were madeto fabricate
twenty-two fused silica sensor assemblies. The sensors were fabricated '_
successively, usually with variations such as in the distance between the
capacitive plates, diaphragm thickness, deposited film pattern, fused silica
surface smoothness, bonding procedure, film deposition technique and lead
wire attachment technique. Of the twenty_two sensor assemblies, ten werepressure tested at temperatures up to 650 C using a fixture that permitted
temporary installation and removal of the sensors. A photographof the
test fixture with a sensor inside ts shownin Figure 2. Of the ten sensor
assemblies tested, throe were installed in stainless steel cases and again
pressure tasted at temperatures to 650°C.
The ftrst sensor was installed in a case about one-third of the way throwgh
the program. Its performancewas limited by large zero shifts above 450uC
and appreciable c_nges in sensitivity above 590 C. Subsequently, the signal
conditioning was modified and the deposited conducting ftlm patterns were
changedto include ground planes to reduce the zero shift and change in
sensitivity at elevated temperatures. The secondand third sensor assemblies
4
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were installed in cases at the end of the program and their performance
represents the flnal results of the effort.
Section 3,0 ltsts the target speclflcattons. Although the dynamic response
of tire pressure transducers was an important design requirement, the devel-
oplmntal efforts emphasized optimizing the static pressure response charact- i
erJstics to 650°C. No dynamic pressure response evaluations were madeas a
part of this program.
• Sec_ton 4.0 discusses the destgn parameters, matertal properties, technique
developments, stgnal conditioning and d_velop_ental problems and solutions.
Section 5.0 s,_martzes the sequential steps used to fabricate and assemble
the pressure transducers that were built at the end of the program.
Section 6.0 describes performance data wtth emphasis on the final results,
The conclusions fn Section 7.0 include recommendationsfor improvements that
could facilitate fabrlcattnn of the transducers and broaden their applica-
tion.
• 5
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3.0 TARGETSPECIFICATIONS /
3.1 PHYSICAL
3.1.1 Size: 12.7mmdlameter x Ig mm long
3.1.2 Mounting: Flushwith mountingadapters
3.1.3 Referencepressureaccess: Tube from the transducerfor connection
to a remotepressuresource
3.1.4 Electricalsensor: Differentialcapacitivehalf-bridge
3.1.5 Electricalleads: At least0.9 m long extendingfrom case to a
room temperatureconnector
3.2 OPERATIONAL
3.2.1 Pressurerange: _ 69 kPa differential
3.2.2 Pressure overrange: 207 kPa
3.2.3 Temperature: Continuous operation ambient to 650%
3.2.4 Frequencyresponse: Amplituderatiowithin 5% of unit for
frequenciesup to 2000 Hz
3.2.5 Non-ltnearity: Less than 1%of full scale
3.2.6 Hysteresis: Less than I% of full scale
3.2.7 Zero shiftwith temperature:WithinI% of fullscale
3.2.8 Sensitivity change with temperature: -.018% (or less) per °C
between 21°C and 650%
3.2.9 Mechanicalintegrity: Withstandvlb£atlonconsistentwlth curve G
of MIL-STO-810Bwhich is t 147 m/secz peak from 90 to 2000Hz and
at reducedlevelsbelow 90 Hz at 21%
3.2.10 Systemoutput: 55 volts full scale
IIii I J I " |" I
4.0 TECHNICALDISCUSSION /
4.l CONCEPTUALDESIGNANp_9.PER_AT.ION
The transducordesignwas influencedby requirementsto operatecontinuously
at 650°Cwithoutexternalor auxiliarycoollng,to provideboth staticand
dynamicresponseover a full-scalepressurerangeof * 69 kPa, to operate
while fullyexposedto the temperature nvironment,to be as smallas prac-
ticableand to be insensitiveto temperaturemagnitudesas well as tempera-
ture changesand gradients.
In the configurationused in this program,a diaphragmwas bondedbetween
two recesseddiscs to form the pressure-sensingassembly(referredto here-
after as the sensor). Both of the discscontainedholes throughwhich gas
could pass to reach the diaphragm. Throughthe holes in the respectivedis(.',
lone side of the diaphragmis exposedto the referencepressur_whl _,the other
side is exposedto the pressureto be measured. The dlaphr_r,_s u_igned
to deflectin responseto the differencein the pressura':_,be _,ea_uredand
the referencepressure.
The differentialcapacitivedisplacementsensorused to sensethe diaphragm
deflectionwas formedby depositingconductivefilms on both sidesof the
diaphragmand on the recesseddisc surfacesfacingthe diaphragm. The films _.
act as capacitiveplat_ elementsto form two capacitors- one on each side of
the diaphragm. As th? 9ressureto be measuredcausesthe diaphragmto de-
flect,one capacitorincreasesin capacitancewhile the otherdecreases.
With the plateson oppositesides of the diaphragmelectricallycommonahd
an ac excitationvoltageappliedacrossthe plateson the two recesseddiscs,
the two capacitorsforman electricalhalf-bridge.The half-bridneoutputis
nulledwhen the two capacitancesare equaland it remainsnulled_hen they both
_ncreaseor bothdecreaseequal amounts. Whenone capacitorincreasesand
the other decreases,an outputis createdwith a pola,ity that is dependenton
which capacitorsincreasedand decreased.
l
Air-dlelectricdifferentialcapacitorshave advantagesfor sensingmotionat
elevatedtemperatures:the dielectricconstantof air changesnegligiblywith
temperaturewhich is desirablebecausethe outputis dependenton the dielec-
tric constantof the media betweenthe plates;thedifferentialconfiguration
doublesthe oiitput,tends to linearizegap-changenon-llnearitiesand Inher-
ently cancelsunwantedeffectsthat are co_on to both capacitances.A diff-
erentialc_pacitorformedwith two capacitorsis shown in Figure3. A diff-
erentialcapacitoris shown in a half-bridgeconfigurationin Figure4.
Fused silicahas a uniquecombinationof desirablepropertiesfor use as the
diaphragm(andrecesseddisc) material:the modulusof elasticityis relativ-
ely low and changeslesswith temperaturethan the modulusof high temperature
metal alloys;the volumeresistivityis high and (sinceit is availablewith
extremelyhigh purity)its volumeresistivityremainsrelativelyhigh at
temperaturesto 650°C;it doesnot oxidizeor undergophase changesat temp-
eraturesbelow about llO0°C;it is highlyelasticat temperaturesto over
W CROPI,Q8"O g
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650°C, which is essential to limiting hysteresis effects; the thermal co-
efficient o? expansion of fused silica is about one-thirtieth that of most
high temperature alloys and as a result undesirable thermal expansion and
thermal gradient effects are reduced proportionately.
From a use standpoint, a flush diaphragm type transducer, is very desirable. J _
The possibility of rearranging the samefused silica cqmponentsto form a
flush diaphragm type differential capacitive transducer with only one active
arm was considered but was not developed. The compromise in such a config-
uration would be reduced output and increased non-linearity.
_ 4.2 SENSORDESIGNPARAMETERS
Structural response of the diaphragm and the resulting capacitance change
were the primaryconsiderationstn determiningthe physicalparametersof the
sensor. In designingthe sensor,the intentwas to make the capacitance
changeas largeas possiblewithoutintroducingnon-linearitiesor exceeding
stresslevelsin the diaphragmthatwould resultin hysteresisor failure.
With air as the dielectric,the capacitanceis a functionof the plate area
and the distancebetweenthe plates:
--. C = 0,0866_
where C is the capacitance(neglectingedge effects)in picofarads,A is thecommonplate area in squarecentimetersand d is the distancebetweenthe
plates in centimeters. If the plate area is considered constant, the capaci-tance change ts a function of the distance between the plates and the change
in the distancebetweenthe plates. Smallerdistancesand largerchangesin
distanceresultin largerchangesin capacitance,as shown in the following
equatlon..
d2 d1
AC = O.O866A-_d-_J-I ._
I ¢
where AC is the changein capacitancein picofarads,A is the commonplate
area in squarecentimeters,dI is the initialdistancebetweenthe platesin
centimetersand d2 is the finaldistancebetweenthe platesin centimeters.
i ._ The changein distanceis a functionof the structuralresponseof the dia-
phragm:
6 = +1 -2
16Et"
where 8 is the deflection of the diaphragm at a particular pointt P is the
dtffe_'ential pre sure, r is the effective diaphragm adius, _ is Poisson_s
ratio of the diaphragmmaterial,E is Young'smodulusof the diaphragmmater-
ial, t is the diaphragmthickness and x is the radialdistancefromthe
renterof the diaphragmto the particularpointon the diaphragm.
I Z lO l
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The maximumstress induced in the diaphragm is: /
f 3Pr2
where G is the maximumstress, P is the differential pressure, r is the
effective radius cf the diaphragm and t is the diaphragm thickness.
A pressure transducer case outside diameter of 12.7 mmwas specified. The
recessed discs and diaphragm outside diameters were chosen to be 10.16 mm
so that the sensor assembly could be housedwithin a case. The diameter of
the recess in the discs was chosen to be 8.128 mmand the deposited capaci-
tive plate diameter was chosen to be 6.096 mmas shown in Figure 5. These
dimensions were consistent (within manufacturing tolerances) throughout the
program. The recess diameter represents the effective diaphragm diameter
except for a slight chamfer on the corner and variations in the bond-line
width. The graph in Figure 6 showsthe calculated deflections of diaphragms
with three different effective diameters as a function of diaphragm thick-
ness.
With the effectivediameterrelativelyfixed,the variabledesignparameters
are reducedto the diaphragmthicknessand the elf-gapdistancebetweenthe
plates(whichvarieswith the depth of the disc recessand the bond llne
thickness). The graphsin Figures7 and 8 show calculatedtotal capacitance
---_ changesresultlngfrom a differentialpressureof 69 kPa. Figure7 shows
the capacitancechangesfor fourdifferentinitialdistancesbetweenplates
on the diaphragmand disc as a functionof diaphragmthicknesswhen the
effectivediaphragmdiameteris 8.128mm. (Notethat the distancesbetween
the plateson each sideof the diaphregm are assumedto be equalwhen the
dlfferentlalpressureIs zero.) Figure8 showsthe capacitancechangesfor
threeeffectivediaphragmdiametersas a functionof diaphragmthickness
when the distancebetweenthe plateon the diaphragmand disc is I01.6wm.
As noted,the theoreticalvaluesfor capacitancechangein Figures7 and B
assumethe capacitiveplatesare perfectlysymmetrlcal.Practicalgrinding
toleranceswill resultin some degreeof asymmetrywhich in turnwill result
in a variationin responseto positiveand negativepressure. For a sensor
with a 254 pm thickdiaphragmand an effectivediameterof 8.128m, the
i responseto positiveand negativepressurewill differby 0,96%when one
plate distance ts 96,52 _m and the other is 106.68 pm. For the samesensor,
the responsewill differby 2.6%when one plate distanceis 88.9_m and the
other is 114.3pm. In practice,it was found thatthe recessdepthscouldbe
groundto withintolerancesof ¢ 8 pm and could be matchedIn pairs to within
1.3 um. Althoughotherfactorssuchas variationsin bond line thickness
can affectthe responseto positiveand negativepressure,it appearsthat
practical control of tolerances can limit the difference in response to about
0.1%.
I The diaphragmthicknessesand plate distancesused in Figures6, ? and 8 are
in the rangeof those thatwere purposelyvariedand used in the sensorsbuilt
11
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and tested. The effectivediameterwas not purposelyvariedbut the rangeof
those used in Figures6 and 8 Is consistentwith the variationthatcould have
resulted fromcomponenttolerances,bevelvariationsand bond-llnevariations.
The table in Figure9 lists sensorsbuiltand tested,their diaphragmthick-
nesses,theirplate distancesand the measuredtotal capacitancechange
resultingfrom applying69 kPa differentialpressure.
Althoughthe designoperatingpressurewas _ 69 kPa, it was desiredthat the
transduceroperatewithoutdegradedperformanceafter havingbeenexposedto
207 kPa. The diaphragmstresslevelsassociatedwith the diaphragmthick-
nessesand effectivediametersusedin Figure8 are shown in FigurelO.
Breakingstresslevelsfor brittlematerialssuch as fused silicaare heavily
dependenton surfaceimperfection,internalflawsand samplesize. Modulus
of rupturevaluesvary so that the breakingstressfor a particularsample (
cannotbe predictedwith as great a degreeof accuracyas couldbe with
correspondingmetal sa,'ples.DynasilCorporationand Coming GlassWorks
bothmanufacturefused silicaand both llst a value of 50.2MPa for the
modulusof rupture(or breakingstress)of abradedfusedsilica. If 50.2
MPa is used to representthe maximumallowablediaphragmstress,and if the
diaphragmeffectivediameteris assumedto vary up to B.636mm, then (using
FigurelO) the minimumdiaphragmthicknessthatwill withstanda differential
pressureof 207 kPa is about 225 _m.
In general,the testdata were found to be in reasonableagreementwith the
calculations(as shown,for example,by comparingthe values inFigures7
and 8 with those in Figureg). The one sensorassemblythatwas testedto
207 kPa had a diaphragmthicknessof 254 pm. The effectof the 207 kPapressurewas a slight(0,3%)b,,cpermanentincreasein hysteresisduring
cyclingto _ 69 kPa pressures.
4.3 S_UMM__ARYOF DEVELOPMENTALPROBLEMSAND SOLUTIONS /
The developmentaleffort includeddistinctproblemareas that requireddis-
proportionatelymore effort. In termsof fabrication,these problemscon-
sistedof the bondingof the fused silicacon_)onents,the applicationand ;
integrityof conductivefilms on the fusedsilicacomponent;and the attach-
ment of leadwires to the conductivefilms. In terms of performance,the
initialsensorsbuiltwere found to haveexcessivezero shiftsand changes
in sensitivityat temperaturesabove 450%.
The bondingproblemswere solvedby obtainingand learningto use an experl-
mental low expansiondevitrifyingfrlt fromCornlngGlassWorks, Acceptable
conductivefilmswere obtainedby experimentingwith variousprocesses,
combinationsof materialsand applicationtechniques. The leadwire attach-
ment problemswere solvedby applyinga boro-silicateglassover the lead-
wire-to-filmconnectionto providestrengthor by usinga thick filmcon-
ductor compositionto make the attachment. Bonding,conductivefilm and
leadwire attachmenttechniquesare discussedfurtherin individualsections
thatfollow.
The zero shift and sensitivitychangewith temperatureproblemswere caused
12
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by changes in the electrical properties ol _'re fused sillca at elevated temp-
erature. The change in properties resulted In excessive out-of-phase, as well
as In-phase,unwantedsignalcomponents. (Capacitiveslgnalcomponentsare
consideredIn-phaseand resistlvesignalcomponentsare consideredout-of-
phase.) The presenceof some out-of-phasocomponentwas expected;the sensor
was designedto nominallycancelout-of-phasecomponentsand the signalcon-
ditioningwas designedto be Insen_Itlveto them, The electrlcalproperty
changeswere foundto be greaterthanexpectedend as a resultthe degreeof
cancellationIn the sensorand insensltivltyof the slgnalconditioningwere
not sufficient.
The zeroshift and sensitivitychangewith temperatureproblemswere reduced
greatlyby modificationsto _ne signal¢onditlonlngand by the addltlonof
conductivefilm groundplanesto the sensor.
Fused silicaproperties,conductivefilm groundplanesand signalcondltion-
ing are also discussedfurtherin sectionsthatfollow.
4,q FUSEDSILICABONDINGTECHNIQUES
Bondingof fusedsilicacomponentsafter_onductlvefllms had been formedon
their surfaceswas inherentIn the sensorconceptualdesign, Bond require-
ments included:
I. Adequatestrengthat 650°0 to withstandthe forcesInducedby 207 kPa.
2. Creep-free,elasticpropertiesthatwould not producehysteretlc
diaphragmdeformation.
3. Consistent bond-line thickness.
4. Electricalinsulatingpropertiessufficientto preventlow leakage
paths betweenconductorspassingthroughor under the bond-line.
w
5. A bondingtemperaturebelow thatwhlch would causedegradationof the
conductivefilm (aboutlO00°C).
Initialbondingexperimentswere made with a boro-sillcatetransfertape
purchasedfrom Vitta Corporationin Wilton,Connecticut(anddesignatedby
Vittaas TypeG-I015). The boro-sllicatetransfertape bondingtemperature
was gO0°C. Itwas easy to use,had a very consistentbond-11nethickness
and had goodmechanicalpropertiesat room and moderatetemperatures.Above
about 500°C,however,the boro-sillcatesoftened,creatinghysteresiseffects
in the sensorresponse to differentlalpressure.
Alumlno-silica.etransfertapemade fromDow CorningType 1720alumino-
s11icateglasswas special-orderedfromVltta. This materialproduced
acceptablebonds only afterbelng firedat temperaturesabove 1200°C-
resultingin severedegradationof the depositedconductivefilm. Attempts
to directlyfuse the fused silicacomponentsusing bondingpressureson the
orderof 200 kPa were unsuccessfulat temperaturesup to 1200°C.
|
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An experimental low expansion devitrifying frtt was obtained from Coming
Glass _orks, The frtt, designated "E-Frtt SampleNo. 1" was evaluated and
eventually (after determtnlng proper application techgtques) found to be
acceptable. The frit was fired to form a bondat 950uCand the resultfng
bond met the five requirements listed above.
J
- Corntng considers the constituents of the frit proprtetory. They describe
the frit as having glass and crystalline phases after being fired,. The
crystalline phase is irreversibly formed at 950oCwithout any further changes
occurring on subsequent heating cycles to 950°C. Although the frtt has no
sales-code release designation and is not sold as a line product, Coming has
indicated tt can be madeavailable on special order. ,_
The frit was furnished as a fine powderand applied to surfaces to be bonded i
by mixing with either nitrocellulose and amYl acetate or Emflow43 and
Reagent 16 (obtained from Electr_ Materials Corp, of PJnertca). The slurry
formed with the Emflow 43 and Reagent 16 was easier to apply with a screen
printer and produced a bondequal to, or slightly better than, the nitre-
cellulose and amYl acetate slurry,
Frit application experiments included applying the frit (in slurry form) in
four different ways:
1. The frtt was applied wtth a screen printer. Two coats were applied to I
each recessed disc. Each coat was dried at 80°C, The discs and t
diaphragm were mated dr},.
2. The frtt was applied with a screen printer. One coat was applied to
each disc and diaphragm mating surface. All four coats were dried at
80°C. The discs and dtaphregmwere mated dry.
3. The frtt was applied with a screen printer, One _at was applied to a )
recessed disc bonding surface and one coat was applied to a diaphragm !
bonding surface. The disc and diaphragm were mated wet and dried at t
80°C. The operation was repeated for _ttng the other disc to the ! :
other side of the diaphragm;
4. ,hefritwas appliedmanuallywith a dentalpickunder a microscope. One
coat was applied to a recessed disc bonding surface. The coated disc and
the dtaphragm were mated wet and dried at 80°C. The operation was
repeated for mating the other disc to the other stde of the diaphragm, t
The screen printer used was a Model PDSA-33-BC-FHY,n_de by Afftlttated (
Manufacturers, Inc. in Whttehouse, NewJersey. i
i
The temperature cycle generally used for firing the frlt consisted of heat|ng
at a rate of about 220°C per hour wtth a one-half hour hold period^at 200vC
(to drive off binder solvents), a one-half hour hold period at 600_C (to drive
off binder residuals) and a one-hour hold period at 970uC (to ensure that the
bond ltne temperature was stabilized above 950°C), A ztrconia block was placed i
14
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on top of the mated componentsduring firing of the frtt to effect a pressure
of about 50 kPa on the bond ltne surface.
With respect to app]tcatton of the frlt and alignment of the components, the
first technique was the most desirable; the results obtained, however, were
the most Inconsistent. The thlrd and fourth application techn|ques above j
produced consistently good results, Indicating that it Is more desirable ton_te all the surfaces before the slurry ts drled. On a one at-a-time basis,
the fourth technique was more efficient than the third, A1] of the sensors
evaluated had good bonds, but only the last five butlt used the fourth tech-
nique described above.
4.5 CONDUCTIVEFILMS
In the final sensor destgn, conductive f11me were used to form the capacl-
rive plates, to provide terminal pads to whlch small wires were attached,
to provide electrtca]ly conductive paths from the plates through the bond
11ne to the termtnal pads, and to form ground planes. Ftlms were developed
that survtved bondtng temperatures of up to 1000°C. Resistance of the fI1_
was not critlcal to the performance of the sensor as long as tt remained
relatively low. Reslstances across the plates and between the plates and
the termtnal pads were on the order of ftve to twenty ohms.
The dlfftculty tn establishing conductive f11ms on fused silica for thts
application results from the thermal expanslon mtsmatchbetween fused slltca
and any ktnd of electrically-conducting solld matertal and from the extreme
tempere_,,_- -:d temperature change (from 20°C to about 900%). A numberof
materia ._ techniques were considered; the following four were evaluated:
1. Hanovta Liquid Bright P]attnum No, 6857
2. Ion deposlted platinum
3. Sputter deposition
4. DuPontThick Film Conductor Composition8553
The Ltqutd Brtght Platinum was obtained from Hanovta Ltquld Go|d Divts|on of
Enge]hard [ndustries. It was found to produce good conductive films that
could wlthstand {at ]east one cyc]e to) 650°C. After exposure to 900%, the
f11m etther disappeared or lost tts electrlca] conductivity.
Ion deposited plattnum ft]ms were applted ustng a Hodel CV-8 electron beam
gun and Hodel BAD-1800vacuumsystem manufactured by Atrco Temoscal In
Berkley, California. The films were not tenacious. It was difficult to
control thetr thickness and they generally failed upon exposure to tempera-
tures of 650%.
Sputter deposltlon technlques were developed and used (wtth variations) tn
the attempts _o butld all twenty-two of the sensors. A considerable amount
of effort was devoted to developing acceptable sputtered ftlms, The fo!low-
15
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tng list summarizes the development and someof the problems: j
1. Sputtering system - the sputter deposition was accompltshe_ with a Model
822 system manufactured by Hatertals Research Corp. in Or_ngeburg, New
York.
2. Ftlm con_osttton - acceptable films were deposited using plattnum only
and using platinum-tantalum oxide layers, The platinum-tantalum oxide
films were better than the platinum-only films wtth respect to adhesion
• and degradation at extreme temperatures. The tantalum oxide layers were
formad by sputtering tantalum In the presence of oxygen, The platinum
and tantalum oxide layers appeared to form a _:ennet after having been
exposed to 950%. The platinum-only films r_matn shiny after exposure
to elevated temperatures whereas the platf_u_-tantalum oxide films look
tarnished. Small wires could not be ther_/J_ compression bonded to
platinum-tantalum oxide films after they had been exposed to high temp-
erature but they could be bonded to plattflum-only films after exposure
to ten_erature and thts was an advantage of the platinum-only films.
Sputtered gold and gold-platinum layered films were evaluated, but they
consistently peeled off when exposed to elevated temperature.
3. Film thickness - the thickness of the applied ftlm is a critical param-
eter. The thicknesses of both platinum only and platinum-tantalum l
oxide films are reduced appreciably after a ft£st cycle to 950%. If
the initial film is applied too thick (> 3x10-7 I_n) it crazes or peels .
whensubjected to htgh temperatures; if It ts applied too thfn (< 2x]O-/
_m) its electrical characteristics are poor or inconsistent after having
been exposed to htgh temperatures. In somainstances, additional fllm
layers were applied over films that had been exposed to htgh temperatures.
I
4. Fused s_llca surface smoothness- initial film deposition experiments were
made usiny relatively inexpensive commercially available fused stlica l
discs wt_h optically clear surfaces. Whenthe first purchase of fused
stllca componentsfor the sensor was made, optically clear surfaces were :_
specified for the diaphragm (for mechanical strength reasons), but
rougher surfaces were allowed for the discs (for economic reasons)• Ftlms \
applied to the rougher surfaces either agglomerated, partially diffused tn
the surface or subliged when heated to high ten_eratures. Variations tn
sputtering technique dld not improve the film on rough surfaces, but
fire-polishing the fused silica prior to deposition did. Fire polishing,
however, was found to cause surface distortions. Subsequently, all sensor
componentsurfaces were polished so that they were optlcal|y clear,
5. Sharp edges - film failures occurred on sharp fused silica edges similar
to the manner In which they fatled on rough surfaces, Recesseddisc
edges were chamfered and polished to eliminate the problem,
6. Sputtering control parameters - the film thickness was controlled b_ the
power settings on the s_tterlng system and by the time allowed for each
process step. Optimumcontrol settings were determined by trtal-and-
16
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error,
7. Effects of masks- masks, such as thoseshown in Figures 11 and 12, were
used to contrel the pattern of the sputtered film, In using the masks,
the thickness of the film varied somewhatwith the pattern width so that i
the film thickness was less where the pattern was narrow. It was also
suspected that the optimum control settings were different for
sputtertn_ with and without masks.
8. Componentorientation - the souttering deposition rate ts somewhat
related to the relative orientation of the sputter target to the
surfaces being coated but the relationship 4s apparently dependenton
the particular control settings being used and on whether masksare
used. Goodfilms could he deposited on surfaces parallel and normal
to the target when no maskswere used; with the samecontrol settings
the films normal to the target were inconsistent whenmaskswere used.
Hhere (masked) films were required on componentsurfaces at gov to each
other, the componentwas either rotated so that both surfaces were at
450 to the target or coated tn multiple operations with a surface to be
coated facing the target tn each operation.
Typtcal steps and control settings used to sputter deposit the platinum-
tantalum oxide fllms are ltsted below:
i
I 1, Sputter tantalum In presence of oxygenwith no bias, 5 microns argon
i pressure, 2 microns oxygen pressure and 300 watts of cathode power
for 2,0 minutes.
, 2. Sputter platinum with lO_ bias, 7 microns argon pressure and 300
, watts of cathode power for 1.0 minute, i
i
3, Sputter p!attnum with no bias, 7 microns argon pressure and 300 ';
watts of cathode power for 3.25 minutes. _
4. Sputter l_ntalum in presence of oxygenwith no bias, 5 microns
argon pressure, 2 microns oxygen pressure and 300 watts of cathode t
power for 6.0 minutes.
5. Sputter platinum with 10_ bias, 7 microns argon pressure and 300
watts Of cathode power for 2.0 minutes.
DuPontThick Fi]m Conductor Composition 8553 was obtained, evaluated and used
near the end of the program to attach lead wires to the sputtered films. The
material is easy to use and rums a very tenacious bond to fused silica when
the thickness is controlled. It contains platinum, gold and "probably'
borosiltcate glass. |t can be applted manually, or by screening, and fires
at 930°C. The electrical properties of ftlms _ med with 8553 are complete]y
satisfactory and the film appears to be a good s ,bstitute for the sputtered
platfnum-tantalom oxide ftlms.
17 t
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4.6 FILM LEADWIRE ATTACHMENT j
Usingmicroelectronicircuitleadbondingtechniques,attemptsweremade to
thermalcompressionbond 25 pm diametergold wlre to sputteredplatinumfilms
usinga Model 8-150-D3ThermalCompressionPulse Wire Bondermanufacturedby
Unltekin Monrovla,California,The resultingbondswere good at room
temperaturebut failedaftercontinuedexposureto 6500 apparentlybecausethe
platinumfilm all_'edwith the goldcausinga lossof adhesionto the fused
silica.
Platinumwire, 25 pm In diameter,could be thermalcompressionbondedto
platinumfilmswhen fu_lsoftwire was used but the resultingbones,as well
as the wire, were weak. Full softplatinumribbon25 pm by 76 um couldalso
be thermalcompressionbondedto platinumfilms but the bondswere alsoweak.
To thermalcomgresslonbond to platlnum-tantalumoxide filmsthat h_d been
exposedto 950uc,a new laver of plstlnumhad to be depositedover the exposed
film.
Acceptableleadwire attachmentswere made by fusinga shortpiece of 25 pm
diameterfull softplatinumwire to a 76 _m diameterplatinumwire, thermal
compressionbondingthe short 25 _m wire to the platinumfilm and thenfiring
borosilicateglass over the bohdand 25 _m to 76 _m junction. The
borosilicateglasswas formedby dissolvingVittaType G-1015transfertape
with amyl acetateto form a thinpaste. The borosilicatethinpaste vitrifies
at 900uC and forms a tenaciousbond to the conductivefilm and fusedsillca.
AlthoughDuPontThick FilmConductorComposition8553 wasn'tobtainedand
evaluateduntil near the end of the program,its use appearsto providethe
bestmoans of attachingleadwires to the depositedfilms. Using 8553_ 25
)_mdiameterand even 75 _m diameterplatinumwire can be attacheddirectlyto
platinum-tantalumoxldefilms after theyhave been exposedto 950°C. The
photographin Figure13 shows samplesof 8553 appliedto a 25.4mm diameter
fused s!licadisc that had pRevlouslybeen coatedwith a platlnum-tantalum
oxide f11m and heatedto 950uC. The discwas also heatedto 900°Cseverel
timesafter the 8553 sampleswere applied. One sampleof 8553 is shown
attachinga 25 _n_diameterplatinumwire to the film, anotheris shown
attachinga 76 _m diameterplatinumwire and threeof the 8553 samplesshown
are simplystripsapplieddlrectlyover the sputteredfilm. Two of the three
strips havebeen scratchedwith a dentalpick to evaluatethe adhesion
characteristics.
Furtherdiscussionsof leadwire connectionsare Includedin Sections4.8 and
5.0.
4.7 FUSEDS!LIC_ PROPERTIES
Both the electricaland mechanlcalpropertiesof fusedsilicaare crltlcally
Importantto the designand performanceof the sensor. In termsof sensor
perfon_nce, the stabllitlesof the prop_rtleswith temperatureare as
c_itlcalas the absolutevaluesat roomtemperature.Eight of the most
importantpropertiesere discussedbelow.
18
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1. Thermal expansion - the low thermal expansion of fused stltca
results tn correspondingly reduced effects from thermal
gradients and improved resistance to thermal transients and
• thermal shock. The thermal expansion of fused s|lica as a
function of temperature is comparedto that of Inconel x-750 (a
commonhigh temperature structural alloy) in Ftgu_e 14. i
2. Young's modulus-. the dTaphragmresponse to pressure is _
Inversely proportional to Young's modulus; the change in
diaphragm response to pressure with t_mperature is inversely
proportional to the change of Young's moduluswith temperature.
Young's modulus of fused silica and _nconel x-750 is shownas a
function of temperature in Figure 15. Note that the mo_us of
lnconel x-750 changesconsfderably mopewith temperature than
the modulusof fused sfltca, The approximately 8,8% increase tn
the modulusof fused silica between 20°C and 650oc has the effect
l_ of proportionately decreasing the sensor sensitivity.
3, Potsson's retie - Figure 16 showsPotsson's ratio of fused
stltca and )nconel x-750 versus temperature. The appreximately
15%increase in the fused silica Potsson's ratio between 20oc
and 650oc has the effect of decreasing the diaphragm se_Rttvtty
less than I%.
(The theoretical net effect of increases with temperature of Young's modulus
and Potsson's ratio ts to cause the fused silica sensor sensitivity at 650°
to be about 9.6% less than at 20°C. Empirical data from sensor evaluations,,
VhoweverAconsistently demonstrated tha t the change in sensitivity between 20 C
and 650uCwas about 7.5%, No explanation was found for the difference.) )
4. Modulus of rupture - the average level to which the diaphragm
can be stressed without fatmure is indicated by the modulusof
rupture (or breaking strength). Average modulus of rupture of
abraded fused silica versus temperature is shownin Figure 17. _Since the values increase with temperature, the diaphragm ts
stronger at high temperature that at room temperature,
5. Elastic limit - hysterettc performance wtll result from
inelastic properties of the diaphragm, Fused silica ts highly
elasttc and tts elasttc l_mit (in terms of stress level)
approaches the modulusof rupture.
6. Dielectric constant ° undesirable, unbalanced, (but unavoidable)
capacitances exist tn the fused slltca sensor componentstn
parallel with the gas dielectric capacitances between the plates.
The fused silica capacitances can be initiallybalanced out, but
changesin the dielectric constant wlth temperature can cause
zero shifts tn the sensor output. The dielectric constant versus
temperature is shownfn Figure 18 to be relatively constant with
temperature.
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7. Volumeresistivity - the fuse_ ltca componentsprovide the
electrical insulation between t,,_ plates and between the deposited
film leads. Whenunbalanced resistances in the fused silica
becomelarge wtth respect to the impedanceof the pressure-
induced capacitance changes, resistive phase componentsoccur
in the stgnal which saturate the signal conditioning electronics, j
At ten kilohertz, the pressure-Induced capacitance changesare on
the order of 200 to 300 megohms. The dc volume resistivity of
fused sillca versus temperature ts shownin Figure 19.
8. Loss tangent - increases In the loss tangent tn the fused silica
componentsare suspected of causing problems stmtlar to (and
difficult to distinguish from} those caused by decreases in the
volume resistivity. Increasing the frequency of the sensor
excitation voltage decreases the relative effect of changes tn
both the volume resistivity and the loss tangent. The loss
tangent of fused silica at one kilohertz and at ten kilohertz
versus temperature is showntn Figure 20.
The properties of fused sllica are heavtly dependent on the purity of fused
silica - especially the electrical properties at elevated temperature.
Fortunately, ultra high purity fused stltca, produced synthetically using a
chemical vapor deposition process, ts available from several sources. Two
grades of fused silica were used to makesensor components; both were obtained
from Dynasil Corporation of America in Berlin, New3ersey. Dynast1 4000 was
used in the attempts to hutld the first etght sensors and Dynast1 1000 was used
in the attempts to build the final fourteen sensors. Oynastl considers the
1000 to be of higher purity than the 4000, however the determination is made
by testing for transmittance in the far ultraviolet rather than by
quantitative analysts. Ftgure 21 lists typtcal (for both the 1000 and 4000
grades) high purity fused slltca impurities reported by Dynast1. Differences
in performance related to the use of the two grades of stltca could not be
verified. Contrary to the relationship to purity, one of the sensors made
using the Dynastl 4000 p_rformed better than aw of the sensors madeustng the
Oynasil 1000. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis of recessed discs madeof both
grades did not find significant impurity differences.
The decrease In volume reststtvJty_ or increase in lo_s tangent, or both
caused degradation in the performance above about 450vC tn the tntttal sensors.
The following modifications were made (with success) to reduce the problem:
1. The distance between the plates and the diaphragm thickness was
reduced to increase the sensitivity and thereby reduce the
relative magnitude of the out-of-phase components.
2. Groundplanes were incorporated to reduce capacitance, loss
tangent and resistivity effects.
3. The excitation frequency was increased from 3.39 kHz to 10 kffz
to increase the tn-phase signal componentand relatively reduce
20
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the loss tangent and resistivity effects. /
4. Excitation and stgnal phase relationships tn the stgnal
conditioning were optimized to reduce the _ensittvtty to
out-of-phase signal components.
J
4.8 GROUNDPLANES
To improve the performance of the sensor at elevated temperature, ground
planes were Incorporated ustng deposited co,ducttve films to tsolate or
"guard" the s|gnal sensed by the capacttfve plates on the diaphragm. The
ground planes were electrically connected to the signal cond]ttontn9 system
ground. The effect of the 9reund planes was to isolate the unwanted
resistances and capacitances that were electrically parallel with the "gas-
dielectric" capacitors formed by the deposited fllm plates.
Figures 22 through 24 illustrate the effect of the ground planes. Figure 22
is a stmple differential capacftor without ground planes, arranged to
resemble the fused stlica sensor assembly. Figure 23 ts the electrical
circutt of the differential capacftor shownin Ftgure 22. The unwanted
parallel resistances and capacitances are showntn Figure 23 Inside dashed
lines. Ft9ure 24 is similar to Figure 22 except ground planes have been _dded.
In Ftgure 25 It can be seen that the g-ound planes decouple the signal output
electrede from the excitation electrLJ=s so that changes tn the unwanted
resistances and capacitances wtll not produce a stgnal voltage component.
Pl_ystcally, ground planes were formed on both stdes of the diaphragm where
the diaphragm was to be bondedto the recessed discs and also on the back face
of one of the discs so that the sensor lead wire connection could be tsolat_d
from the excitation plate in the recess on the oppcstte stde of tlze dtsc.
Prior to Incorporating ground planes _e diaphragm lnoked like that showntn
F|gure 26 and the back face of the disc looked like ';he one on the sensor tn
Ftgure 27. F|gure 28 ts a sketch showing the orientation of the components,
wtth ground planes, for assembly. Figure 29 ts a photograph of one side of
the sensor componentsand Ftgure 30 ts a photograph of the other stde.
Forming the ground plane pattern on the diaphragm began as a difficult problem
but ended wtth a simple Inexpensive techn|que. The configuration and space
available for separating th*_ ground plane from the capacitive plates prevented
the use of simple alomtnummasks. Photo-resistive coattngs could not be used
. to selectively etch unwantedftlm because the ftlm ts not eastly etched.
Depositing an alumtnumfllm over the areas whtch were to be free of plattnum-
tantalom oxide ftlm, then depositing platinum-tantalum oxtde ftlm over the
enttre diaphragm surface and then using an etchant that penetrated the
platinum-tantalum oxide ftlm and removedtt whtle removing the alumtnumftlm
beneath tt was found to be successful but complicated and expensive.
A computerized laser trtmmer (Electro Scientific [ndustrtes Hodel 25) provtded
a stmple Inexpensive meansof removing the ftlm. Dtaphregmswere ftret coated
on both stdes and the edges (In two sputtering operations). The laser trtmmer
!
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was then used to removethe film (frombothsides at the same time)to form
the patternshown in Figures2g and 30. The pair of electricallyisolated
"ears"on the diaphragmwere formedto preventshortingof the deposited
film pathson the recesseddiscs to the groundplaneon the diaphragm.
The lasertrimmerdid not removefilm from the edge of the aiaphragm;to
isolatethe earsand the film formingthe capac_tlveplateon the diaphragm
from the groundplane the filmon the sldewas removedwlth a finediamond J
grlndlngwheel.
The leadwire connectingto the capacitiveplateon the diaphragmconsistedof
25 _ diameterand 76 _ diameterplatinomwiresfused togetherand inserted
in a tiny fused silicatuba so thatthe fused junctionwas insidethe tube.
The 25 _mend was attachedwith Thick Fllm ConductorComposition8553 to the
sidesof the discsand edge of the diaphragmto providecontinuityto the
p1_es on the diaphragm_nd symmetrywith respectto the plateson the discs.
Borosilicateglasswas used to hold the wire flrmlyinsidethe tubeand to
bond the tube to the groundplane depositedon the backside of the recessed
discas shown in Figure31.
The leadwines connectingto the groundplaneson the sensorswereattached
to the shie..sof the excitationleadwires when the sensorassemblleswere
installedin the cases.
4.9 SZGNALCONDITIONING
Physlcally,each signalconditioningchannelconsistedof a carryingcase, a
dc power supplymoduleand a slgnalconditioningmode card. The mode card
fits into the dc power supplymodule,which In turn,fits intothe carrying
case - as shown in Figures32 and 33. The carryingcase (Model2993)was
purchasedfrom Endevcoin San Juan Caplstrano,Californiaand modifiedonly
to the extentof installingconnectorson the rearpanel. The dc power supply
{Model4470)was also purchasedfrom Endevcoand usedwithoutmodification.
The mode cardwas originallydesignedat Boeingfor use wlth high temperature
differentialcapacitivestraingages. The mode cards are now availablefrom
HITEC Corporationin Westford,Massachusetts(theyare currentlymanufactured
by Endevcofor HITEC).
The followingitemssummarizethe featuresof the signalconditioning:
I. Designeespeclficallyfor use with differentialtspecapacitive
transdu;ers.
2. Supplies low voltage,low frequencybalancedand isolatedac
excitationto the transducer.
3. Capacitivelycoupledinputto eliminatedc noisevoltageeffects.
4. Chargesensitiveinputto reducecable lengtheffects.
5. Designedto sense extremelysmall changesIn capacitance.
22
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6. P_,¢dulates the ac signal to produce a btpolar analog output.
7. Provides capacttlve and resistive balance controls.
8. Provides calibration stgnals.
9. Relatively Insensitive to out-el-phase (resistive) stgnal
components- up to saturation of the eloctrontcs.
10. Attenuates ac noise stgnals.
A block diagram of the stgnal conditioning fs showntn Figure 34. Electrical
connections between the transducer and stgnal conditioning are showntn Figure
35. The stgnal input circuit, including the charge amplifier, t= shown in
Ftgure 36. Figures 37 through 41 showthe excitation, balance, calibration,
gain and multiplier demodulator circuits. Figure 42 demonstrates _hemattcally
the operation of the multiplier circuit. Tile multiplier output signal, as
showntn Figure 42, is filtered to remove the ac component,leaving adc
analog signal proportional to the diaphragm position.
The phase relationship of the ac excitation voltages (shown in Figure 37) and
the phase relationship of the amplifier input _lgnal and excitation at the
input to the multiplier (tn Figure 41) are critical to the elimination of
out-of-phase (resistive) signal componenteffects. Optimumperformance Is
obtained when the ac excitation voltages are exactly 180° out of phase and when
the amplified input signal and excitation at the multiplier inputs are exactly
tn phase. I_1 the "as received" condition, these modecard phase relationships
ape dependenton the characteristics and tolerances of the electronic
componentsused (which ts adequate for ;host applications). After the first
few sensors were evaluated and tt was apparent that out-of-phase resistive
co,_ponentswere producing an output, resistances and capacitances on the mode
card were adjusted slightly to improve the phase relationships.
The ac excitation frequency of the modecards obtafned from HITECwas 3.39
kHz. At the samettme the modecard phase relationships were improved, the
ac excitation frequency was increased to 10 kHz. The componentson the r,_de
cards furnished by HITECare shownin the circuit diagram In Figure 43.
Changing from 3.39 kHz co,lststed of the followtrg modifications:
Fromre To
R21, R22, R23, R24 24.9 kS_(n0m.) 8.0 kfl (nom.)
R33 47.5 k_ 24.9 k_
R17 11 k_ 20 k_
C7 0.01 _F 0.047 _F
C6 0.047 .F 0.01 _F
R27, R28 20 k_ 4.99 k_
23
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Deslrableeffectsresultingfrom Increcslngthe frequencywere: decreaseO
effects of parallel resistances in the _ensor, decreased (sen_or) loss tangent J
changewith temperature and increased system dynamic response• At 3.39 kHz,
cable length changes (between the transducer and stgnal conditioning) up to
30 m have less than a 1%effect• Although cable length effects with 10 kHz
excitation were not evaluated, they can be expected to increase with frequency•
At 10 kHz, cable length changesup to 10 m probably cause less than a 1%
effect.
4.10 TRANSDUCERCASE
The design and development of the transducer case for housing the sensor was
considered secondary to proving and improving the sensor performarlce• The
function of the case was to:
• Provide protecttoi_ for the sensor and sensor lead wires.
• Pr6vide meansfor easily mounting and demounting the unit.
• Provide a transition from the small sensor lead wires to
larger high temperature extension cable_.
• Provide a meansto seal the pressure media being measured
from the reference pressure•
The seal for is¢l_ting the measure and reference pressures consisted of a
0•254 mmdiameter annealed gold wire formed in the shape of an o-ring and
positioned between the sensor assembly and a lip in the outer case. A Rene 41
springwas compressedagainstthe referenceside of the sensorassemblyto i
keepthe sensorassemblypressedagainstthe goldo-ring• After temperature
cycling to 6SOUCthe seals leaked (with varying degrees). No attempt was made
in the programto improvethe seal design, Any furthereffortsassociated
with this typeof pressuretransducershouldincludeimprovementof the seal
designas a primaryeffort•
The case designand assemblyproceduresare describedIn detailin Section5.0•
i
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5.0 TRANSDUCERFINAL DESIGNANDASSEMBLY
The transducer final design is considered here to be the design used for
Sensor S/N's 19 and 21 which were fabricated and installed tn cases,
evaluated, and delivered to NASALewis Research Center at the end of the
program. Significant developments leading to the ftnal design were discussed
in Section 4.0. The items below sm_marlze the final design and assembly in
sequential steps:
(SENSORASSEMBLY)
I. Dynasil 1000 fused silica diaphragm and recessed discs were
obtained from MindrumPrecision. Recess depths of 88.9 pm, recess
diameters of 8.128mm and diaphragm thicknesses of 254 pmwere
specified. All recessed disc corners were chamfered, recessed
disc surfaces were polished optically clear and both diaphragm surfaces
were poltshed optically clear. Fi9ure 44 is a drawing of the sensor
components.
2. Platinum-tantalum oxide films were sputtered on the fused silica
components, Capacitor p]ate diameters were 6.096 mm. Components
with sputtered and laser-trimmed films are shownin Figures 29
and 30.
3. Fused stlica componentswith sputtered films were heated to 9SO°C
to improve the film adhesion qualtl_y and verify that continuity of
the films would be retained.
4. LOWexpansion devitrifying frtt was sequentially applied menually
with a dental pick to each recessed disc bonding surface, after
which the diaphragm was sequentially mated wet to each disc and
dried at 80°C. Componentmating orientations are shownin
i Figure 28.
5. Pressure of about 50 k Pa was applied to the mated components
duringfiring. The temperaturecycle used for firingthe frlt
consisted of heating at a rate of about 2200 per hour with one-
half hour hold periods at 200oc and 600°C and a one-hour hold
period at the maximumtemperature of gTOuC.
6. Platinum wires 25 pm and 76 _m in diameter were fused together
and inserted through a small fused silica tube (0.9 nmo.d.,
0.Smm t.d. and 3.8mm long). The wipe and tube assembly was
positioned on the sensor over the deposited film ground plane
and above the deposited film lead from the diaphragm. Boro-
silicate glass slurw was applied inside tube and at interface
of tube and deposited ftlm ground plane, then dried at 80_C.
25
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7. Thick Film Resistor Composition 8553 was applied to surfaces of
sensor assembly to provide electrical continuity (where required)
across the bond line and to attach platinum wire transition leads
to the deposited films. Sensor assembly was heated to 80oc to dry
the 8553 and give ft the strength to hold the platinumwtres _n
position, j
8. Sensor assemblywas heated to 900% to Fire the borosilicate and
8553. Photographs of a completed sensor are shown in Figures 45
and 46.
(FABRICATIONOF CASEASSEMBLYCOMPONENTS)
9. Case assembly componentsshown in the drawings of Figures 47a,
47b, 47c, and 47d were purchasedand machined.
lO. The -6 alumina washer (Figure 47b) was ground to provide relief
for the tiny fused silica tube and for the deposited film
terminals.
ll. The -12 end cap assembly componentsshown in Figure 47c were
brazed in a vacuumfurnace at 1050oc.
12. Adapter Fittings, shown in the drawing in Figure 48 and in the
photograph (on each side of an outer case) in Figure 49, were
machined.
(TRANSDUCERASSEMBLY)
13. The transducer componentsshownin Figure 50 were assembled as
shown in the -1 assembly drawing of Figure 47d. (The gold o-ring
is not shown in Figure 50,) These componentswere assembled using
the fixture shownin Figure 51. The componentsare shown in the
process of being assembled in Figure 52 A magnified photograph ;t
of part of the transducer in the assembly Fixture is shown in
Figure 53.
14. The -2 outer case (Figure 47b) was electron beamwelded to the
-3 end plate of the -12 end cap assembly (Figure 47c), The
completed assembly is shown in Figures 54 and 55.
(HIGH TEMPERATUREEXTENSIONCABLES)
15. One-meterlong flexiblehigh temperaturecableswith stainless
steel conductors, quartz fiber electrical insulation and braided
stainless steel shields were used to connect to the -B and -g
(Figure 47a) leads of the transducer. The flexible cables are
available at Types 030-1/30SS and Q30-2/30SS from Maser Httemp
Wires, Division of Addtngton Laboratories, in Covtna, California.
26
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16. Cable transition couplingsshowntn Ftgures 56 and 57 were
assembledon transducer leads andcables as showntn Figure 58.
Leadw_res andcoupltngcomponentswere spot-weldedtogether.
A pressuretransducerwtth high temperature lead wtres andan
adapter fftttng _s shownin Ftgure 59. (The transition couplings
in Figure 59 are an earlier version of the couplings shownin
F_gure58.)
t
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6.0 TRANSDUCERPERFORMANCE
6.1 DEVELOPMENTAL,EVALUATIONS
The table in Figure 60 comparesthe characteristics of sensorsandstgnal
conditioning configurations that wereevaluatedandprovides a summarythat
relates configuration changesto performance.
Referring to Figure 60, SensorS/N 2 was the first unit evaluated and
although it performedwell at intermediate temperatures, it exhibited large
zero shifts andchangesin sensitivity at 650vC. The distance betweenthe
plates of SensorS/N 5 was greater than in SensorS/N 2, but the results of
evaluations of SensorS/N 5 weresimilar to those of SensorS/N 2 and
confirmed that the performancewasdependentonother factors that werecommon
to both units.
SensorS/N 7 wasevaluated in three different manners: first, mountedin the
test fixture with 3.39 kHzexcitation; second,mountedin the test fixture
with 10 kHzexcitation andoptimized phasingin the signal conditioning; and
third, mountedin a casewith 10 kHzexcitation andoptimized phasing in the
-'-i isignal conalt on ng. (At the time that the signal conditioner excitation
frequencywaschangedto 10 kHz, the phaserelationship betweenthe excitation
voltages wasadjusted to within a few minutes of 180° and the phaserelation-
ship of the sensorandexcitation inputs to the multiplier wereadjusted to
within a few minutes of 0°.) With 3.39 kHzexcitation, the zero shift at
650ocof SensorS/N 7 was comparableto the shifts exhibited by SensorS/N's
2 and5. The reduceddiaphragmthickness of SensorS/N 7 increased its
sensitivity to pressure, but did not appreciably improve the zero shift or
sensitivity changecharacteristics at 650oc. Changingfrom 3.39 kHz to 10
kHzexcitation andoptimizing the signal conditioner phaserelationship
considerably improvedthe performanceat 650°C. Increasing the frequency
decreasedthe effects of parallel resistances in the sensor - thus "'
decreasingthe effects of the resistive (out-of-phase) signal component.
Optimizing the phaserelationships did not reducethe resistive phasesignal
componentbut did reduceits ability to producea demodulatedanalog output l
signal, ho explanation was found for the slightly degradedperformanceof
SensorS/N 7 whenit was installed in a case.
SensorS/N 8 was the first unit to Incorporate groundplanes and the ',
resulting improvedperformanceat 650vCis evident in Figure 60. The results !
of the evaluations of SensorS/N 8 confirmed that the zero shift with ]
temperaturewasbeing causedby stray parallel resistances andcapacitances .i
in the sensorassembly,that stray resistances were producingout-of-phase
(resistive) signal componentswhichwere saturating the signal conditioning
electronics at 650°Candthat the large changesin sensitivity at 650°Cwere
being causedby the saturation. SensorS/N 8 also demonstratedthat greatly
reducing the distance betweenplates increased the sensitivity to pressure
withoutcausingdetrl,nentalef_rAlOi._:,m_BBzBjju¢.__''_'_'-''''''''''_
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Sensor S/N's lg and 20 were both evaluated at two different signal conditioner
gain levels - one which producedfive volts output at 69 kPa and one which F
_reduced two volts. The values in Figure 60 indicate that out-of-phase
resistive) componentswere still affecting the sensor performance at 650°C
and that the effects are greatly reduced at reduced gains.
: The thinnest diaphragm used in any of the sensors evaluated was 203 _m thick.
In Figure 6l, the deviation (from a linear output) of Sensor S/N 7 (with a
203 pm diaphragm) showsno evidence of non-ltnearity resulting from the (
relatively greater diaphragm displacement. (Reducing the distance between
plates - with a slightly thicker diaphragm - also showedno evidence of non-
lineartty as can be seen in the data from Sensor S/N's 19 and 21 which is
discussed below in Section 6.2.)
The choice of the opttm_lmdiaphragm thickness was also influenced by the
effect of overpressures. Figure 62 lists the response of Sensor S/N 8 (with
a 254 _m thick diaphragm) to differential pressures as high as 207 kPa. The
hysteresis prior to being subjected to _verpressure was established as
+0.1% f.s.; after being exposed to +207 kPa and -95 kPa at 20oc, and +138
_Pa at 650°C, the hysteresis at 20°C increased to 0.3% f.s. Considering the
increasedstresslevelsthatwould occur in a 203 pm thickdiaphragmand the
surfaceimperfectionsensitivityof fused silica,a nominaldiaphragm
thicknessof 245 pmwas used in all sensorsafter SensorSIN 8.
6.2 FINAK RESULT_
The performanceof SensorS/N's 19 and 21 representsthe finalresultsof the
program. The sensitivitychangewith temperatureof SensorSIN 19with the
signalconditionergain adjustedfor five voltsoutputat 69 kPa and 20oc is
shown in Figure63. At 650octhe signalconditioningelectronicsare
saturatedand the sensitivityis reducedas expialnedin the precedingsection.
At 604°C however,the sensoris performingproperly. All the datawhich are
shown in Figures64 through80 and discussedbelowwere obtainedwith the
signalconditionergain adjustedfor two volts outputat 69 kPa and 20oc.
Figures64 and 65 show the sensitivitychangewith temperature,afterbeing i
corrected for zero shift, of Sensor S/N's 19 and 21 respectively.
Sensitivities of both units are affected at 650°C, although not in the same
manner. It is apparent that the^signal conditioning electronics approached
saturation between 619vC and 650_C (!n Figure 64) causing a disparity in the
positive pressure sensitivity at 650uc. It is probable that th_ reduced
change in negative pressure sensitivity of Sensor S/N 21 at 650uC, as shown
in Figure 65, was also caused by saturation in the signal conditioning.
Figures 66 and 67 depict all the data recorded from Sensor SIN's Ig and 21 in
a series of pressure cycles at stabilized temperatures to 650°C. Sensor
outputs were recorded at 13.8 kPa increments at each temperature during two
positive pressure cycles to 6g kPa followed by two negative pressure cycles
and a final positive pressure cycle, Although zero shifts can be adjusted
at the signal conditioner, no adjustments were made. Considerebly mere than
30
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one-half of the error band can be attributed to data that were recorded above
600°C. It should be noted in Figures 66 and 57 that someof the errors
resulting from the change _n sensittvitywith ten@erature (as shownin
Figures 64 and 65) are reduced when the data include zero shifts.
Figures 68 and 69 showthe zero shift with temperature of Sensor S/N's 19
and 21. The fact that Sensor S/N lg has a positive shift while Sensor S/N 21
has a negative shift might indicate that the zero shift ts caused by small
differences in dimensional tolerances rather than by the general design.
Although tests were not madeto determine the response to transient
temperatures, th8 Sensor $/N 21 zero shift increased to 5.6% while it was
cooling from 650 C as shown in Figure 69.
Figures 70 through 76 represent a sequential series of temperature tests;
they showthe deviation of the output of Sensor S/N 19 from a straight line
through zero as a function of pressure at temperatures to 650°C. The graphs
reflect neither the zero shift with temperature nor the change in sensitivity
with temperature - simply the response to two positive, two negative and one
positive pressure cycles. The initial zero shift with temperature at the
start of each series of pressure cycles was subtracted from each measurement.
In addition, a single (but different) full-scale (69 kPa) output voltage was
used to establish the ltneartty base at each temperature. Figures 77 through
80 show the same kind of data from a sequentialseriesof temperaturetestsof
i Sensor S/N 21.to 538°C, the maximumdeviation shownfor the outputs of either Sensor S/NV_ or Sensor S/N 21 is +0.7% f.s. In Figure 70, the maximumdeviation shown
for Sensor S/N 19 at 61_oc ts +0.9% f.s. At 650°C the maximumdeviations for
SensorS/N's 19 and 20 are +4.5%f.s. and 2.3%f.s. respectlvely,At 20°C
after the pressureand temperaturecycles,the deviationsof the sensorswere
| no greater than_O,7% f,s,
31
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7,0 CONCLUSIONS
• These pressure transducers were designed and butlt for dynamic pressure
measurementapplications. The dynamic pressure response should be
evaluated.
• Without making temperature corrections the pressure transducers, as built
and evaluated in this program, can be used to measure static pressures up
to 69 kPa at temperatures between 20oc and 650oc with an uncertainty of
less than _6%; below 600oc the uncertainty is less than ±3%,
= Somelimited improvement In the response at 650°C could be made by
modifying the signal conditioning electronics to further reduce the
effects of the out-of-phase resistive components.
• There is a possibility of contamination through the holes in the recessed
disc that could affect the sensor response. A flush mounteddesign that
would eliminate the possibility of contamination and offer improved clynamic
response should be built and evaluated.
• Thick film conductor compositions should be considered as a substitute for
the sputtered conductive Films.
• The manner in which the sensor assembly is held and sealed within the
stainless steel case should be improved. A "positive" seal would be most
desirable.
• Larger-diameter pressure transducers would be easier to build and could be
expected to have better' performance than smaller-diameter units Attempts
to build smaller-diameter pressure transducers should not be attempted until
the items listed above have been resolved.
• The techniques developed and used in this program could be used to build
high temperature accelerometers.
33
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Figure 2, SensorA_rmbly Test Fixture
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Figure 6, ,DiaphragmDeflections asa Function of ThicknessQnd Effective Diameter
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Note: 111ecalculatedcapacitancechangesaboverepresenthe sumof both differentialcepz_ltiveelementswith
an effectivediaphragmdiameterof 8,126 mm In resPonseto e differentialpressureof 69 kPe,
Fl_re 7. C_4oacltance Change as a Function of Diaphragm Thicknass and Plate Distance
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Figure & Capacitance Changeasa Function of Diaphragm Thickneu End Effective Diameter
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Distance Total
Sensor Diaphragmthickness between capacitance
number _m) plates change(/Am) (pF)
2 305 150 0.0316
6 305 180 0.0287
0 305 180 0.0243
7 203 180 0.072
8 264 100 0.111
16 20.8* 110" 0,081
19 248* 110" 0.072
20 248* 110" 0.075
21 243* 130" 0,0688
22 243* 110" 0.106
*Asteriskedvaluesareconsideredmoreaccurate.
Flgure SL Measured Total Capacitance Changes
1
1
I "
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_ I DIAPHRAGM EFFECTIVE DIAMETER - 8.128 mm
! __'_ DIAPIRAGM EFFECTIVE DIAMETER" 7"620mm
2s -_:
t
150 200 260 300 350
DIAPHRAGM THICKNESS(MICROMETERS)
Note" _ curvu aboveamcalculatedmlxlmum dlspt_'igm
stresle$in megipll_lls resultingfroman Ippliod
differentli_'-'_mre of 207 kPI.
Figure I(_ Maximum Diaphragm Streues
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Figure 1I. Sputtering Mask for Recessed Disc Capacitor Plate
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Figure 12, SputteringMaskh_rTermhlalson Back of Di,_c
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L Figure 13, Thick Film Conductor Composition. of Platinum-Tantalum Oxide Film
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Temperstum Dhtlectrlc_on_mt
(°C| 1 kHz 10 kHz
2S 3.820 3.82O
100 3.834 3.834 E
200 3.843 3.843
300 3,858 3,658
400 3,898 3.870
500 3.992 3.888
Figure I_ Dielectric Constant of Fused Silica Versus Temperature
1o2o
1016
1010
0 200 400 600 800
TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure t.Q. Volutn, Reli#tlvity of Fwed Silica Vent.# Temperature
NNNNNNN 1_T_nl o
:1
Temperature to, tan_nt
(°C) 1 kH_ 10kHz
26 < 0.000002 <C0.(XX)005 i
100' < 0_000002 < 0,0000_
200 0.00016 0,00003
300 O,00S30 0.00093
400 0.207 0_)207
600 _.356 0.140
Flgure2(I Lou Tan_nt of Fused SilicaVersusTem/_rature
ElemQnt Impurities (p/m)
Aluminum (Al) <_0,02
Antimony (Sb) . 0.0004
Arsenic (A$I NO"
Beryllium (BI) <C0.03
BIm_uth (Bi) < 0,04
Boron (B) < 1.0
Bromine |Bt) 0.0025
Codmlum (Cd) < 0.08
Cesium (or) NO
Chlorine (CI) 88.0
Chromium fOr) 0,006
Cobalt (Co) 0.001
Copper (Cu) ND
Gallium (Oa) < 0.02
Germanium (Ge) < 0.06 _
Gold (Au) 0.001
Iron (FI) 0._0
Lithium (Li) 0.20
Miinprme (Mn) NO
Rubidium (RI:) NO
_lver (AI_) ND
8odium (Na) 0.02
Thllnuln (TI) < 0.05
Titanium |TI) NO
Vanadium (V) NO
Zinc (Znl NO
Note: Therater content II ItpproximatelV000 to 1,0(X) P_m,
*NO ,, notdet_tlble
F_um 2I, Dyn_ll FuNd S/lice Impurltin
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/
SOLID DIELECTRIC
MATERIAL BETWEEN
EXCITATION AND SIGNAL |
ELECTRODES (TYPICAL |
FOUR PLACES)_ _1_'_ /'_ SIGNAL OUTPUT
CONDITIONER GUARD SHIELD
, EXCITATION
i SHIELD GROUNDEDAT TRANSDUCER
--" AND CONNECTEDTO
SIGNAL CONDITIONER
GUARD SHIELD
Figure 22. Diffellmtial C_oecitor Without Ground Planes
SIGNAL OUTPUT
PARALLEL RESISTANCES
AND CAPACITANCES IN I _'_
SOLID DIELECTRIC | S %,_
(TYPICAL TWO PLACES) /1_. I
'_ "I -, "_s -- _ I ' - '
X_ITATION
J_
Figure 2& Differential C.ap_itor Circuit Without Ground Plane,_
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II I I " I" J I ' J I " " "
GROUNDPLANE BEIrWEEN
SOLID DIELECTRIC ;_IATERIAL
INSULATING EXCITATION
AND SIGNAL CONDITIONING
ELECTRODES
(TYPICAL FOUR PLACES)
J
SIGNALOUTPUT
SIGNALOUTPUT SHIELD
CONNECTEDTO SIGNAL
CONDITIONERGUARDSHIELD
EXCITATION
EXCITATION SHIELD
GROUNDEDAT
._ TRANSDUCERANDCONNECTEDTO SIGNAL
CONDITIONER GUARD
SHIELD
Figure 24. Differential C#pacltor With Ground Plan_
PARALLEL RESISTANCESAND
, t y'
SIGNALOUTPUT "&"
ELECTRODEFROM
THE EXCITATION
ELECTRODE(TYPICAL
TWOPLACES)
Figure2_ OlffeeantlalCepacltorClmuit WithGroundPlanes
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i
.................... J.-............ -L............
- k'_'_',IPAX'P_ OP'
N _
Figure 2_ Diaphragm and Conductive Film Without Ground Planes
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4 I II
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Fioure27. SensorAssemblyWithout GroundPIRnes
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.................
./.. o i!iiiiii
RECESSEDDiSC
(REFERENCE
PRESSURE)
e-
d_
COR,,.S,O.O,.GO'S'G'AT'O'sCOr--rs"R AC'reO''H' AGMTHOSESHOWNINFIGURES 29 AND 30. C
b _ ......
RECESSEDDISC
(APPLIEDPRESSURE)
Figure 28. Stm'kinfl Orh,nt_tiot_ ¢)f Sensor Con_ponents 5n
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I _ I I I ' I " .....-I-.... I
I
one centimeter
one inch
a c e
Figure 29. Sensor Components With Ground Planes
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Ione centimeter
one _nch
b d f ',_
Figure30. SensorComponentsWith GroundPlanes
Ie,,'
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Figure32, SignalConditioning CarryingCase,PowerSupply
Moduleand ModeC_rd
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Figure 3_ Signal Conditionino Carrying CaseWith Power
64 Supply Module and Mode Card Extended __ _ _j
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_" I |_ k_'I ¸ __ I I I ' 1 ' I I /
J
TO CAPACITIVE NULL .....
BALANCENETWORK-- m TO SHUNT CAPACITOR CALIBRATION NETWORK
[-........... .... n
II[CAPACITIVE
TRANSDUCER I 1".0pF I
¾*_,,_ IF-- I
I 5.1 pF
I °,°'.P I=OM.
-EXC I I
L _ "T__o '
To.ES,ST,VE_._E............ --.---
BALANCE NETWORK -- ',
• Col_cltlvelycoupledsignalInput (blocksunwanteddirect current,_tgnals)
• Chergqv-HnsltlvoInput(reprezHscablelengtheffects)
• Inputstagegainoptimizedfor excitationfrequency(laisgainfor lowerfrequencies)
• Ramlutlonbetterthan0.00002 pF
Figure 36, Signal Input Circuit
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j | ---
INPUT I
i SIGNAL _ 4" EXC
10k_,
1.0 pF 20 M_ 1M[1
< <
24,9 k_
10 k_Z
-- - EXC
• Capacitivebalancefor nullingoutput(1.0 pF)
• Resistivephasebalanceadjustment
Figure 38. Capacitive and Resistive Balance Circuit
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' ; i I r J I ' .... 1 I ' "
(+ EXC)
0.5 pF _'_'__ J 4
'NPuL--I: i
SIGNAL. _" J
2k_
f 7 6t "_
I _: =-_:_ '_
• Four positive and four n_gative positions
• SeriesO,§-pF capacitor
• Certifiable cal;, ,ltion
Figure 39. Shunt Capacitor Calibration Circuit
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I l" J ! I I ! I " _,
THREE GAIN RANGE STEPS_'_..___AA#__4)
20 k_Z
3
_-_VV_--.-IMI--4
60 k_
10
200k_
,m
fo+o,
IAM._I.,E. _ S,GNALTO
.F _ , MU'TIPUER
_: 10 kl"_POT
\-VARIABLE
GAIN
1 k_
• Threeranges(1,3, and 10)
• Variableadjustment(1.0 to 11.0)
• Totel gainadjustmentcapability(1to 110) ....
Figure 40. Adjustable Gain Cimuit
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(f) kHz (+ EXC)
_k
0.01 pF
0.047/JF r t
AMPLIFIED I I . i I (2f) kHz MULTIPLIEDINPUTSIGNAL I MULTIPLIER SINUSOIDA PRODUCT
20 k_ _ i
• Signalmultipliedby carrierproducesdouble t
frequencyoutputwithdirectcurrentcomponent
• Repressesout-of-phasesignaleffects
Figure 41, Multiplier Demodulator Ciruuit _
/
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Figure 4EL Sensor Auembly With Lned Wires
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2.54 mm
Figure46, SensorAssemblyWith LeadWires
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.I i I
9.14 0.81 DIAMETER 0.0127- to 0.025- mm toleranceI-_----- 9.14 _ _r-- D Part -3 diameter must be mm;hlned for dip-fit in -3,L - I _I_
i 5_ [_ Squarecorner; do not break ed!le
T
4[_ Heat treat BAC' 5610 Invicuum,
, r'-- 1.600 AS Solution treat lB.
i 1.270 RECEIVED Age condlth)n Ill:_'l t_3_V,_ _PAR163.58 _ _._U_._ (1,080°., 14°C, 10 to1§ rain)air quench
( 900° .+14°C, 50 to 60 mini air cool
( 765 _ + 14°C, 10 to 11 hr) air cool
Grind A plane first; then grind B plene.
Harmon high-temperature 910 brazing powder,
_ 325 mesh, AMS 4778Ai._1.778 AS
_--1.270 _RECEIVED _ D Electron beam weld
" - Notes:Linear dimensions in millimeters
°;.' r-- 1.8ooAS
_____ECEIVEO O Linear tolerance:
I X.XXX +0.127 mm !
X.XX ¢0.25mm
X.X 1.2 men
e:lcept as noted
PART - i0 Finish; 1.6pm excepl_asnoted
Pert
!-12 -1 number Part description Material and heat trellt Stock size
4 -1 Caseassembly |
I =2 Outer case 321 SS rod 19.05 die x 2.!_4
_ 1 -3 End plate 321 SSrod 19.05 die x 2:54
1 ,4 Center cylinder 321 SS tubing ] 0.350 die x 0.711 x 10.10
I
-_ I -5 _oacer ring 321 SS rod 12._0 die x 7.02
1 -6 Alumina wisher Alumina rod 19.05 dill x 20,32
1 -7 Pin 321 SS Nire 0.813 die x 12.7 *'
A 1 -6 Excitation teed 0,063 - MgO-K 76.2 long
1 -9 Signal I,Jed 0.070 - 347 $5. MOC 76,2 long
1 -10 Vent tube 321 S$ tubing 1.600 x 0.254 x 101.0
J,
1 -11 Spring flene '41 [_ wire 1.143 die x 254.0 i
"7 q' -12 End catsassembly ....
j 78 Figs;re47. C_eAuemblyOr.w#lgSne_t, t• l
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_\1 _ II II _' _ _ ,_
r.,'ll/_\_1 I__, iJ II II I1 I ./_ _
" K_r.d_"_'_ ,,,,'_" - _/-
n'l ,_ ) C3 .- W
I I-
O0000001-TSF12
Note: Breaksharpedgel.
• Materiel: Inconel X-750
• Tolerance: + 0,25 exceptIs noted
• Finish: 3.2pro except|snoted
• All dimensionsare in millimeters
82 Figure 4R Adapter Fittings Drawing
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00000001-TSG06
F 17.78
I • 12.7 . ! '--" 4.06 DIAMETER
I , 11,60 - I r" §,08 DIAMETER
--2.032DIAMeTeR i .... /
, _ i i i /
7 "
All dir.e_r,_io,,IaHeIn _ k... ..... r ........ _--'=_
-3 TflANSDUCEfl FITTING (321STAINLESS STEEL)
90 Fi#um 56,. Excitation Glble Transition Coupling=
_ .
00000001-TSG07
i
I
1
22.86
• _401 (___.:>$iozboth $idesat 180de9.
_.11 "OIAMETER 4 CABLE FITTING (321 STAINLESS STEEL) 5.182 DIA_AETER
i
1.016 INSIDE OIAMETER _ 2.464 OUTSIDE DIAMETER
t !
-5 INSULATOR (HIGH DENSITY ALUMINA( 3.062 [)IAMETER
rAS RECEIVED
I . 1E._4 " I r"-" 5.§9 NOMINAL
]DIAMETER AS
RECEIVED
i lU
-6 ;NSULATOR (HIGH DENSITY ALUMINA
20.83
I J 17. 2 ' '" --- 5.715 DIAMETER
/ r.,.-1.e,4 ;,,.................... "--'-'T"
All dimensionsere in millimeters. -7 TRANSDUCER FII-I'ING (321 STAINLESS STEEL)
Figure 57. R/gnat Cab/e Transition Couplings 91
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Figure 69. Pressure Transducer With C_bles
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tSensorserialnumber 2 6 7 7 7 8 19 10 21 21
rest Test Test Test Test
Sensormounting fixture fixture tixtuN flxt',re Case fixture CaM Cam C4se Caw
Excitationfrequency(kHz) 3.37 3.39 3.39 10 10 10 10 10 fO 10
Diephrqm thlckneu (#m) 306 305 203 203 203 25.; 248 248 243 243
Platedistance(Pro) 150 180 180 180 180 100 110 tl0 130 130
VoltJ_leoutput
(mt69kPmend20°C) 3.16 2.87 3.60 3.C0 3.65 3.71 6.00 2.00 6.00 2_0
SenslvltiWat20°C 0.031§O.0281 0.072 0.072 0.073 0.111 0.072 0.072 0.069 0.0_(pF/09 kPe)
Zero shift|t 650°C
(percentof 20OCfull.zc41eoutput) 70 03 84 38 42 6.6 O.O[_> E.5 @_)[_> 3.7
Sensitivitychange(percent+69_[._k.Pe-52 -3_ -21.6[_ `6.0 -7.4 -0.5 -20 D_ -12.2 4_.0_) .6.0
betwun20°and §50°C) _.69kPe -30 -47 .7.1_ -8.7 -14.0 -6.5 -20_:_ .6.2 _0.0_ 4.1
Electronicsuturmt_l, output unstable,valuesnot significant.
Fibre 60. Comparisonof SensorPerformances
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Tampernt,,m Test_:ycla Pressurecycle Hyltaraaie
(°C) sequencenumber (kPz) (95)
I 0 to -68 to 0 0,0
20 2 0 to +60to 0 0.0
3 0 to -69 to 0 0,0
4 0 to+69 to 0 +6.6
• 6 0 to -69 to 0 .0.0
660 6 0 to +69to 0 +0.6
7 0 to +69to 0 +0,3
8 0 to -69 to 0 -0.6
9 0 to -69 to 0 0.0
10 0 to +69to 0 +0.1
",1 0 to -09 to O O,1
12 0 to +130to 0 +0.62O
13 0 to -96 to 0 -0.2
14 0 to +207to 0 +1.9
16 0 to -g5 to 0 .0.8
16 0 Lo+69to0 0.0
650 17 Oto -69 to O +1.2 L
18 0 to +138to 0 +1.7
20 19 0 to +69to 0 +6.3
20 0 to -69 to 0 0,0
Note: Thehysteresisvaluesrepresentthedifferencebetween
theoutputsatzeropressurel,recedlngandfollowing
thecycle.Thehysteresisvaluesire expressedin
percentof the2O°Cfull-seale(09 kPa)output,
roundedoff to thenearest0.1%,
Figure 62; Sensor$/N 8 Responseto Overpret_re
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--_--J • I I I" J ,i ' l i ' " _"
0:_ _ __
-2 _ ,'_
•-4 _"x _ L'- SENSITIVI'I"¢ AT 20°C
-6 %=.. / AFTER HEATING CYCLE
,,_ _ _/ WITHIN 0.2% UF
SENSITIVITY AT 20°C
_! -8 ' |' PRIOR TO HEATING
I --POS,T.VEANDNEGAT,VEP.E55URE
-- _ -12 I I SENSITIVITY APPROXIMATELY THE SAME
m r_ EXCITATION _ UPONCOOLING FROM 650° TO 604°C
z _ FREQUENCY = 10 k,lz I
m 0" -14 + PO.'41TIVEPRESSURE
X NEGATIVE PRESSURE | f SENSITIVITyBOTHPOSITIVEc ANGEDANDN G TIVEMoREPRESSURe:
-16
/ THAN "20%AT 650°C
O 325 650 325 O =,_'
TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 63. Sensor S/N 19 Sensitivity Change With Temperature-
5V Furl-Scale Output
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_-_ SENSITIVITY AT 650°C I
-2 _ / ZSENSITIVITY AT 20°C
-_, I AFTER THE HEATING
-4 CYCLE WITHIN 0.1%
_,_ OF SENSITIVITY AT 20°C
_ PRIOR TO HEATING
g _ -8 i_ _--- POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PRESSURE
_'_-10 \ I SENSITIVITY THE SAME UPON
_= \ coo.,NGFROM_EOOTO_1.°C
_ -12
_ EXCITATION _ POSITIVE PRESSURE SENSITIVITY AT 650°CFREQUENCY = 10 kHz
-14
+ POSITIVE PRESSURE
_<NEGATIVE PRESSURE
-16
325 650 325 0
TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 64. SensorS/N 19 Sensitivity ChangeWith Temperature-
2V Ful/-Seale Output
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I
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I
00000002
SENSITIVITY_
NEGATIVE PRESSURE I HEATING CYCLE WITHIN 0.7%
0 SENSIT VITY T o OF SENSITIVITY AT 20 C _
ATING
i__ .s+ ,-. SENSITIVITY AT 6§0°C
_ -1,_N .... _
z_
_ -14 FREQUENCY- 10kHz _ __
+ POSITIVE PRESSURE
x NEGATIVE PRESSURE
- t
0 325 65O 325 1
TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 6_ Sensor SIN 21 Sensitivity Change With Temperature- r"
2V Full-Scale Output
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+2.5
+2.0
_- +1,0 ----
i.o.o #
_ 0
z CROSS-HATCHEDAREA ENCOMPASSES
'_ -0.5 ---
=: ALL DATA RECORDEDAT TEMPERATURES
I-- OF 20°, 260°, 371°, 538°, 6! _,AND 20°C.UJ
POSITIVE PRESSURECYCL
,._ APPLIEDAT EACH TEMPEF JRE. DATA
o: -1,5
=. WERE RECORDEDAT 13o8kPaINCREMENTS,
A TOTAL OF 318 MEASURE
-2,0 --.T. I REPRESENTED,
GROSSERROR = 0.233V = 11o7%
-2.5 _ OR + 5.8% IF A MEAN SENSITIVITY
VALUEI ISIUSEDI I I _ "l.i
-69 0 +69
APPLIEDPRESSURE(KILOPASCALS)
Figure 66, Sensor S/N 19 Overall Response, 20 ° to 650°C
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• GROSSERROR = 0,201V
- 10,1%OR +5.0% IF A
MEAN SENSITIVITY
VALUE IS USED
+2.5
_ +2.0
+1.5
o>+1o
;Z • CROSS-HATCHEDAREA E IPASSES
,¢ -0.5
¢ _ ALL DATA RECORDEDAT TEMPERATURES
I- _<_ _ OF 20°, 260°, 371°, 538°, 6 AND 20°C."_ UJ
¢ -1.0 _=_ ONE POSITIVE,TWO NEG_ , AND TWO
=..4 _'_ POSITIVE PRESSURECYCI WERE
APPLIEDAT EACH TEMPE RE. DATALU -1.5! ¢ WERE R CORDEDAT 13.8 kPaINUREMENTS.
A TOTAL OF 318 MEASUR
-2.0 _w REPRESENTED.
-2.5
,, -69 0 +69
i APPLIEDPRESSURE(KILOPASCALS)
i Figure 67. Sensor S/N 21 Overall Response, 20 0 to 650°C
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ALL DATA WERE RECORDED
__ AT STABILIZED TEMPERATURES
= X
Q +5 %%
,,, \
_ +4 \
'
•2 %,
o I \\0 +1
I- / _, / N /-'-FINAL Z_RCZ / % f AT 20°C
-1
0 325 650 325 0
TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 6& Sensor S/N 19 Zero Sh;ft With Temperature
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I:s
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+1 t--FINAL ZERG
0 _ _ _'_ / _1_AT 20°C
/
Q
u. DATA RECORDEDAT \ J
o -E -- STABILIZED TEMPERATURES - _ _,/
Z DURING HEATING
,,,.u ZERO SHIFT INCREASEDDURING COOLING.
¢ -6 THISWAS THE MAXIMUM VALUE REACHED.
m COOLING RATE WASABOUT3.7°C PER MINUTE,
-7
325 650 325 O
TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 69. Sensor S/N 21 Zero Shift With Temperature
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